1937

Sky Racket (63)
Girl From Scotland Yard (62)
Midnight Menace (78)
Little Buck Cheeser
Blake of Scotland Yard (15 chapters)
Bulldog Drummond at Bay (78)
Dick Tracy (15 chapters)
Unsichtbar geht druch die Stadt
Last Man on Earth
Bosko's Mechanical Man
Vampire Bat
Son of Kong
Deluge (70)
F.P.1. Doesn't Answer (74)
Stratos-Fear
Men Must Fight (72)
Der Tunnel (81)
Le Tunnel (72)
Testament of Dr. Mabuse (122)
Kid's Clever (77)
Diamond Master (10 chapters)
Midstream (100)
Frau Im Mond (185)

1938

Robot Girl Nr. 1
Secret of Treasure Island (15 chapters)
Spy Ring (61)
Chinatown Nights
Flight to Fame (57)
Professor Waman Sc.
Gladiator (72)
Big Broadcast of 1938 (91)
New Moscow (100)
J'accuse (104)
Mars Attacks the World (68)
Flash Gordon's Trip to Mars (15 chapters)
Voice from the Sky (10 chapters)
Elstree Calling (95)
Alraune (103)

1939

FDR 2
Phantom Creeps (12 chapters)
Television Spy (58)
Le Monde Tremblera (108)
Return of Dr. X (62)
Middleton Family NYWF (55)
S.O.S. Tidal Wave (60)
Arrest Bulldog Drummond (60)
Q Planes (82)
The World of Tomorrow (83) - 1984 doc
Murder by Television
Life Returns
Once in a New Moon
Lost City (12 chapters)
Dead Speak
Big Broadcast of 1936 (105)
Phantom Empire (12 chapters)
Transatlantic Tunnel (94)
Mystery of the Ghastly Face
Frontier (82)
Super-Speed
She
Gibel Sensatsii (85)
Dancing on the Moon (8)
Kosmicheskiy Reys (70)
Mad Love (85)
Bride of Frankenstein (80)
Fin du Monde (91)
Connecticut Yankee (97)
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (98)

1940

City of Lost Men
Macabre Legacy
Men with Steel Faces (70)
Devil Bat
Sky Bandits (62)
Invisible Woman (72)
Black Friday (70)
Man with Nine Lives
Invisible Man Returns (81)
Dr. Cyclops (75)
Flash Gordon Conquers the Universe (12 chapters)
Green Hornet (13 chapters)
Mysterious Doctor Satan (15 chapters)
Green Hornet Strikes Again (15 chapters)
Undersea Kingdom (12 chapters)
Ghost Patrol (60)
Invisible Ray (82)
Walking Dead (66)
Things to Come (97)
Le Golem (100)
Man Who Could Work Miracles (90)
Detective Lloyd of the CID
Die Herrin von Atlantis (87)
Living Dead (89)
Doctor X (76)
Mask of Fu Manchu (68)
Match King (79)
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